In the paper, we introduce two software applications for automatic evaluation of coherence in Czech texts called EVALDEvaluator of Discourse. The first one -EVALD 1.0 -evaluates texts written by native speakers of Czech on a five-step scale commonly used at Czech schools (grade 1 is the best, grade 5 is the worst). The second application is EVALD 1.0 for Foreigners assessing texts by non-native speakers of Czech using six-step scale (A1-C2) according to CEFR. Both applications are available online at https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services /evald-foreign/.
Introduction
Students of Czech often have problems with writing a comprehensive and continuous text. The reason is that creating texts is more demanding for them than creating separate sentences. The text is not simply "a cluster of sentences" but its structure has its own rules whose failure can result in the so called incoherent text, i.e. a text that is not fully functional in communication (see e.g. Halliday and Hasan, 1976) . The ability of creating text should thus be encouraged already in the teaching process. At the same time, appropriate tools developed to assess such texts may reduce the amount of teachers' manual work.
In this paper, we present the results of our investigation of automatic evaluation of texts in Czech (written by native and non-native speakers), more specifically, possibilities of automatic evaluation of text coherence. We present the linguistic features (concerning mainly discourse phenomena) that may be observed and evaluated automatically. Our experiments in this area resulted in a development of two software applications:
Evaluator of Discourse 1.0 (EVALD 1.0) and Evaluator of Discourse 1.0 for Foreigners (EVALD 1.0 for Foreigners).
The EVALD applications can function as assistant tools for evaluation of essays in Czech 1 and they can be also used by students and learners who can easily verify their level of coherence in Czech.
EVALD applications are available as online services 2 and also as downloadable Docker containers. 
Czech as a Foreign Language -Assessing Criteria
The process of learning a foreign language is long-lasting and continuous. The learner goes through several stages from a beginner to a highly advanced language user. These stages (or phases of learning) are described in the document of the Council of Europe Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). CEFR distinguishes six categories: A1 (basic language user -lower level), A2 (basic language userhigher level), B1 (independent language userlower level), B2 (independent language userhigher level), C1 (proficient language user -lower level), C2 (proficient language user -higher level).
1 The EVALD applications were created for assessing the coherence of authentic essays written by native and nonnative speakers of Czech. In other words, they are trained to evaluate (prosaic) texts whose content and form (e.g. length) correspond to the common essays created as a comprehensive piece of writing on a given topic, e.g. during the Czech language exam. When evaluating a different type of text (e.g. too short texts, poems etc.), the software cannot work reliably because it is not trained for such text type. 2 https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/evald/index.php; https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/evald-foreign/ 3 See http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/evald/documentation for detailed installation instructions.
Motivations behind learning foreign languages, including the languages of smaller countries, may be diverse. For example, learning Czech is useful for foreigners who want to study in the Czech Republic (most of the Czech universities require the CEFR level of B2). The knowledge of Czech is also compulsory for foreigners to be granted permanent residence in the Czech Republic (the required CEFR level is A1) or state citizenship (the required CEFR level is B1). Therefore, it is of a great importance to assess these examinations as objectively as possible and according to uniform criteria.
This requirement is rather difficult to meet because the writing samples are evaluated only manually by human assessors (although according to the uniform rating grid) who naturally bring in a subjective human factor to the evaluation.
Therefore, we tried to find several objective criteria (concerning text coherence) for distinguishing the individual CEFR levels automatically. Specifically, we carried out research on text coherence concerning mainly various discourse phenomena (e.g., the use and frequency of discourse connective expressions) and we tested the possibility of their automatic monitoring and evaluation.
Czech of Native Speakers
Creating a coherent text that is fully functional in communication is not easy and obvious even for native speakers. Native speakers are also gradually learning to write a well-structured and comprehensive text.
At the same time, students' ability to create a coherent text is often examined at schools. For instance, writing an essay has been a compulsory part of the graduation examination at secondary schools in the Czech Republic for decades.
The essays by native speakers are not evaluated according to the CEFR levels, but according to a five-step scale commonly used at Czech schools (grade 1 is the best, grade 5 is the worst). EVALD 1.0 thus distinguishes 5 rating grades.
Previous Research

Text Coherence and Discourse
Text coherence (continuity) is a common property of each text that is fully functional in authentic communication. Linguistically, it is a complex phenomenon realized through various language aspects like semantico-pragmatic relations, coreference and anaphoric relations, lexical relations, substitution or ellipsis (see e.g. Dressler and de Beaugrande, 1972, 1981; Halliday and Hasan, 1976 or Hoey, 1979 , 2001 ). In present-day linguistics, text coherence is thus often studied through language interactions (see e.g. Long and Chong, 2001; Camblin et al., 2007 or Hajičová, 2011 . This paper describes especially the automatically measurable aspects of semantico-pragmatic discourse relations (i.e. relations such as condition, opposition, reason, succession etc.) as one of the most important aspects of coherence. Discourse relations constitute the whole structure of a text and each text thus may be imagined as a net of semantico-pragmatic relations that are arranged hierarchically, i.e. the smallest units are linked to form higher units etc.
The right interpretation of semantico-pragmatic relations (which is a core of discourse analysis, see mainly Harris, 1952) then leads to the right interpretation of the whole text. To make this interpretation easier for the reader to comprehend, each language has its specific expressions that signal these types of relations explicitly -discourse connectives (cf. examples like proto "therefore", avšak "however", v důsledku "in consequence" etc.). Discourse connectives may be divided into two groups: primary and secondary (see Rysová, 2014, 2015) . In short, primary connectives are mostly grammaticalized expressions often consisting of a single word, e.g když "when", protože "because", a "and", nebo "or". On the other hand, secondary connectives are not yet fully grammaticalized, mainly multiword structures, e.g. za podmínky, že "on condition that", v důsledku "in consequence", z tohoto důvodu "for this reason" etc.
Studies on Automatic Evaluation of Coherence
Automatic evaluation of various language aspects (grammatical accuracy etc.) is studied in a number of projects (see e.g. Bangalore et al., 2000; Leacock and Chodorow, 2000 or Papineni et al., 2002) . On the contrary, assessment of text coherence has been carried out so far rather manually by human assessors. Experiments on automatic evaluation of text coherence are thus relatively new in contemporary research. In this area, there exist only few studies (mainly for English) con-cerning various aspects of text coherence and cohesion. In earlier studies, Foltz et al. (1998) and Wiemer-Hastings and Graesser (2000) have developed systems which examine text coherence in students' essays. Their systems focus on local coherence (i.e. on such aspects of coherence occurring in smaller sequence of sentence, mostly between adjacent sentences or within a single paragraph) and they measure lexical relatedness between text units by using vector-based similarity between adjacent sentences.
Their work relates in terms of similarity scoring to the TextTiling scheme (see Hearst and Plaunt, 1993 or Hearst, 1997 ) that may be used to recognize the subtopic of a text. Miltsakaki and Kukich (2000) also deal with text coherence in students' writing. They work with Rough Shift element of Centering Theory (Grosz et al., 1995) by examining the similarity of adjacent text units.
Possibilities of automatic evaluation of global coherence is studied by Higgins et al. (2004) focusing on four points: i) relatedness of a text to its topic, ii) relatedness to the thesis, iii) relatedness within a segment (i.e. each sentence in a text segment should be related to at least one other sentence within the segment), iv) grammar accuracy (a text is of a low coherence if it contains grammatical errors, incomplete sentences etc.).
To date, few attempts have been made to develop new methods for automatic evaluation of coherence in non-native (learners') texts, see e.g. Yannakoudakis and Briscoe (2012) investigating learners' coherence by monitoring part-of-speech distribution, number of (primary) discourse connectives (based on a fixed list) or word length.
Up to now, the research on automatic evaluation of students' essays (written by both native and non-native speakers) seems to be a relatively unexplored topic. In this paper, we thus aim to contribute to it by discussing new aspects of coherence that may be evaluated automatically (e.g. apart from primary connectives, we reflect also some types of secondary connectives, see Section 4.4). 4 At the same time, the EVALD applications are the first attempts to measure text coherence automatically on Czech data.
Language Material
Three corpora served as a source for basic linguistic research on coherence in Czech as well as for training of both software applications. Texts by the non-native speakers were obtained from the MERLIN corpus (Boyd et al., 2014) and CzeSL-SGT (Šebesta et al., 2014) . Texts by the native speakers were taken from the corpus Skript2012 / AKCES 1 (Šebesta et al., 2016) . EVALD 1.0 for Foreigners was trained on 945 texts in total and EVALD 1.0 on 1,118 texts.
Components of EVALD Applications
EVALD applications are based on supervised machine learning. Therefore, coherence must be first assessed on the text from the training corpora manually. Trained EVALD models then try to mimic this manual annotation using a set of linguistically motivated features. Many of the features take advantage of the linguistic information collected automatically on the texts during the pre-processing stage.
Assessment of the Texts by Linguists
Manual evaluation of texts from the corpora mentioned in Section 3 was performed by two trained evaluators. 5 The texts of non-native speakers were categorized into 6 classes differentiated by CEFR (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1 and C2) according to their coherence. The texts of native speakers were divided into 5 categories in accordance with the ratings used at Czech schools: 1 (excellent), 2 (very good), 3 (good), 4 (satisfactory), 5 (fail/unsatisfactory). The inter-annotator agreement (IAA) was measured on 100 texts of nonnative speakers and on 100 texts of native speakers of Czech assessed (simultaneously) by the two evaluators. The exact IAA agreement reached 51% (on texts by non-native speakers) and 64% (on texts by native speakers). With tolerance of one level distance (e.g. evaluator 1: A1, evaluator 2: A2), the IAA agreement is 93% on texts by non-native speakers and 90% on texts by native speakers. Our IAA agreement is comparable to other similar projects, see e.g. Östling et al. (2013) reaching 45.8% of exact agreement among teachers evaluating 1,702 school essays in Swedish.
Automatic Pre-processing of the Texts
A highly modular Treex processing system (Žabokrtský, 2011) was used for the automatic analysis of the text from its surface representation to deep syntactic dependency trees. The analysis pipeline for Czech comprises word tokenization, sentence splitting, part-of-speech tagging and lemmatization with MorphoDiTa (Straková et al. 2014) , surface dependency parsing with MST parser adapted to Czech (Novák and Žabokrtský, 2007) , and rule-based transition to deep syntactic trees. Such trees are then ready to be labeled with discourse-related annotation.
An algorithm designed by was used to find intra-sentential discourse relations expressed by the primary connectives (e.g. a "and", ale "but", protože "because"). Intersentential discourse relations were addressed by our own method exploiting the list of intersentential primary connectives in Czech (compiled from the data of the Prague Discourse Treebank 2.0). Furthermore, an algorithm for automatic annotation of inter-sentential discourse relations expressed by secondary connectives containing pronominal anaphor (e.g. díky tomu "thanks to that", kvůli tomu "due to that", kromě toho "besides that") was created. It takes advantage of an adjusted version of the Treex Coreference Resolver (Bojar et al., 2012) module for demonstrative pronouns. The module does not seek an antecedent. Instead, it determines whether the pronoun refers to an entity, event or is non-anaphoric.
Feature Extraction Based on Linguistic Research
On the manually assessed texts, we carried out a comparative linguistic research, whose aim was to find language features that are distinctive for each level of text coherence. Our attention was paid to those features that are automatically detectable in the text. Based on this research, we have compiled a list of distinctive features, see Section 4.4. For illustration, we present some partial results of this research phase on the example of connective expressions in the texts written by learners of Czech. Table 1 shows the distribution of these expressions 6 over A2, B1 and B2 categories in the MERLIN corpus, measured in terms of absolute and relative (per 100 sentences) frequencies.
The table reveals that B2 learners of Czech use markedly more connective expressions than learners at lower levels (A2 or B1). On the other hand, there is no difference between levels A2 and B1 in this respect.
In addition, Graphs 1, 2 and 3 capture the distribution of the most frequently used connective expressions in the A2, B1 and B2 texts (the graphs are based on the values from Table 1 ). In all cases, the most common connective is a "and". However, the CEFR levels vary in the proportion of the connective a "and" among the other frequently used connective expressions. Basic language users (A2) use the connective a "and" substantially more often (compared to their use of other common connective expressions) than independent language users (B1, B2). By contrast, language users in categories B1 and B2 do not differ in this respect.
The examples above illustrate that the individual language features do not always distinguish all the coherence categories but they sometimes distinguish only some of them. It is thus interesting that some of the language phenomena are not improving evenly, when moving from A2 to B2. This observation demonstrates that the learning process of the individual language phenomena is not always linear. That is, it does not always follow the process of gradual improvement but some aspects of the second language are acquired rather "in jumps" by the learners. Similarly, we searched for further linguistic criteria according to which it would be possible to distinguish individual coherence categories of texts (written both by native and non-native speakers of Czech). Subsequently, the identified distinctive features (automatically detectable in texts) have been implemented in the EVALD software. Surface features consist of those using only tokenization and sentence segmentation, i.e. not any advanced part of the text analysis such as syntactic parsing and discourse parsing:
• number of all connective words per 100 sentences; • number of coordinating connective words per 100 sentences (e.g. a "and", ale "but", nebo "or"); • number of subordinating connective words per 100 sentences (e.g. aby "in order to", když "when", protože "because"); • number of tokens (words) per sentence (i.e. sentence length); • richness of the vocabulary (i.e. variety of lemmas).
Advanced features extract information from the automatically parsed tree structures and from automatically annotated discourse relations:
• number of intra-sentential discourse relations per 100 sentences; • number of inter-sentential discourse relations per 100 sentences; • number of all discourse relations per 100 sentences; • number of different connectives in all discourse relations; • ratio of discourse relations with connectives a "and", ale "but", protože "because", také "too", potom "then", pak "then", když "when", nebo "or", proto "therefore", tak "so", aby "in order to", totiž "that is"; • ratio of inter-sentential discourse relations expressed by secondary connectives containing pronominal anaphor; • number of predicate-less sentences per 100 sentences (i.e. constructions without finite verbs like Lovely!);
• ratio of discourse relations from class of Temporal, Contingency, Contrast and Expansion relations; • ratio of occurrence of the most common connective within all connectives in a text; • ratio of occurrence of the first and second most common connective within all connectives in a text.
Machine Learning Modelling
For machine learning experiments, the Random Forest algorithm implemented in WEKA toolkit (Hall et al., 2009 ) was chosen, as it provided the best results in the initial stages of the experiments among many other algorithms available in WE-KA. Details on machine learning experiments and discussion on them can be found in .
Experiments and Evaluation
EVALD applications were trained and evaluated using 10-fold cross validation. In the first experiment, the whole datasets described in Section 3 were used (L1: 1,118 texts, L2: 945 texts) and for the evaluation, the F-score was measured, see Table 4 (the column F-Score).
Since the available data do not reflect the real distribution of the individual assessed classes in population, the data sets were uniformed for the second experiment -the instances in all classes were reduced to achieve a uniform distribution of them across the individual categories (L1: 475 texts, L2: 600 texts; more details are given in Novák et al., 2017) . Confusion matrices are presented in Tables 2 and 3 . The information for overall accuracy on these uniformed data sets is captured in the second column of As we can see in Tables 2 and 3 , many of the errors are a result of misclassifying to a neighbouring class. Therefore, we measured not only the exact accuracy of the classifier, but also its accuracy with tolerance of "one-level" error (e.g. a human annotator classifies the text as B1 and EVALD as B2), see the third column of Table 4 . 
Discussion
The accuracy presented in Table 4 is an encouraging result because it is natural even among human evaluators (teachers) to hold the assessment within one level distance, see Section 4.1.
The EVALD accuracy is also comparable to other automatic systems developed for other languages. However, the comparison is rather difficult because the existing systems focus rather on evaluation of grammatical, lexical and semantic aspects than on text coherence (which is a complex language phenomenon more difficult to monitor than e.g. spelling, grammar errors etc.). At the same time, the other systems often do not evaluate all the existing levels (e.g. A1-C2).
For example, Vajjala and Lõo (2013) reach 79% accuracy in automatic evaluation of A2-C1 CEFR levels in Estonian using especially morphosyntactic and lexical features. Volodina et al. (2016) present 67% accuracy in evaluation of A1-C1 of CEFR levels in Swedish using count-based, lexical, syntactic, morphological, and semantic features. Hancke and Meurers (2013) demonstrate 62.7% accuracy of A1-C1 CEFR levels in German with syntactic, lexical and morphological features. Concerning automatic evaluation of native speakers' essays, Östling et al. (2013) reach 62.2% accuracy in automatic evaluation of high school essays written in Swedish, using especially grammatical and lexical features.
The research on EVALD applications is going to be further deepened by implementing features concerning other language phenomena. Currently, the applications are being enriched by features reflecting coreference and anaphora (see Novák et al., 2017) . In the next step, the applications will also be enriched by features concerning sentence information structure.
Conclusion
In our paper, we have introduced two software applications that automatically estimate a coherence level of the text created by native or nonnative speakers of Czech. Their accuracy achieves around 80% with one-level error tolerance. As far as we know, a similar tool for Czech has not yet been developed. The EVALD applications are unique especially in the way that they evaluate text coherence, which is not yet fully explored topic not only for Czech but also in international context.
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